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In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit. Not a 
nasty, dirty, wet hole filled with the ends of worms 
and an oozy smell, nor yet a dry, bare, sandy hole 
with nothing in it to sit down on or to eat: it was a 

hobbit-hole, and that means comfort.



Overview
for

teachers





About the author
The father of high fantasy, John Ronald Reuel Tolkien was born in South Africa in 1892. His father died 
when Tolkien was three and the family moved to Birmingham, England where he grew up. A highly 
intelligent child, he showed an interest and aptitude for language and literature which was to endure for the 
rest of his life.  Tolkien married in 1916 and, after serving as a lieutenant in the First World War and fighting 
in the Battle of the Somme, pursued an academic career. He accepted a senior academic post in English 
Language at the University of Leeds in 1920 before returning to Oxford as Professor of Anglo-Saxon in 
1925.  He enjoyed academic life enormously and, along with his closest friend, C .S. Lewis, became one 
of the most distinguished intellectuals of his era.  His interest in mythology and language informed his 
storytelling and what started as a family story told to his children soon became The Hobbit (1937) and The 
Lord of the Rings trilogy (1954-1955) - bestselling classics that whipped up new interest in the fantasy 
genre and generated a cult following.  Tolkien died in 1973 and is buried in Oxford; his grave a shrine for 
many readers.

What’s the story about?
Bilbo Baggins, a respectable, comfortable hobbit from The Hill, has his insular, ordered and predictable 
life turned upside down when one day he is visited by the commanding figure of wizard Gandalf and a 
band of thirteen dwarves, led by Thorin, ‘an important dwarf’.  On a quest to recapture their treasure from 
the formidable dragon, Smaug, the dwarves need a burglar and Gandalf picks Bilbo - perceptively seeing 
more in Bilbo than anyone else, including Bilbo.  Each reluctantly accepts the other and off they go on 
an epic journey through hostile mountains and murky forests, each chapter presenting a new, dangerous 
environment, creature or situation they must overcome - fighting trolls, goblins, man-eating spiders and 
wolverine Wargs.  

However, all is not bleak and they are also shown help by Elves, Eagles and Beorn - a skin-shifter.  Although 
Bilbo discovers an invaluable ring with the power to make the wearer invisible, it is wisdom and bravery 
that are ultimately the triumphant weapons in the story.  Bilbo proves himself indispensable to the dwarves 
and they come to rely more and more on his emerging quick-wittedness and valour to rescue them time 
and again from dire situations.  It is he that finally leads them to their treasure, though secretly keeping the 
precious Arkenstone for himself, a jewel most beloved by Thorin.  

After Smaug is defeated by Bard, a human, a political dispute spills forth; the Lake-men demand reparation 
for damages to their town from the battle with Smaug while the Elves arrive insisting they have a share 
of the treasure based on historical claim.  Thorin’s obstinacy and greed makes the situation worse as he 
summons kin from the mountains to strengthen his position. In an attempt to avert a war, Bilbo becomes 
political himself and uses the Arkenstone to broker peace, but just as negotiations are finalised the goblins 
and Wargs arrive and the bitter ‘Battle of the Five Armies’ takes place, much to the despair of Bilbo 
Baggins and Gandalf.

Deaths of characters occur for the first time in the novel, but good prevails and the riches are dealt out fairly.  
Bilbo finally returns home, fulfilled and truly content.

Themes to look out for
• Coming of age • Adventure
• Greed • Heroism
• War • Race
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Presentation of character is
achieved through
• What the character says
• What the character does
• What other characters say about them
• How other characters react to them
• How they are described in the narrative

Literary techniques

Characters
Bilbo Baggins
The novel could be read as a coming-of-age story of Bilbo Baggins, the protagonist.  At the beginning 
of the novel he is a respected ‘well-to-do’ hobbit, fastidious and fond of his comfortable home and safe 
routine, as is the typical hobbit way.  Yet within his conservative soul lies a deep instinctive yearning 
for interest and adventure, perceptively understood by Gandalf.  As the novel develops, so does Bilbo’s 
character; his grumbling and yearning for home and homely comforts diminishes (though his food 
obsession does not - providing humorous moments) and he matures into a quick-witted, brave and 
indispensable hobbit - as Gandalf knew he would - maintaining his sense of honour throughout. 

Gandalf
Appearing and disappearing, Gandalf is a wise, grey-bearded wizard, mischievous and seemingly all-
knowing; his appearance has a reassuring quality for the characters and for the reader.  Like a parent, 
he is there to help Bilbo and the dwarves defeat the goblins at the beginning of the novel, imparting 
sagacious words, waving his magic wand or showing them places of safety, but, also like a parent, a 
day must arrive when the children have to fend for themselves in order to develop. He leaves the troop 
to do exactly this at the edge of the foreboding Mirkwood Forest.  If Bilbo was ever to mature or gain 
stature, Gandalf had to leave.



Thorin Oakenshield
A noble, proud and important dwarf, Thorin’s dark tale of loss, death, near genocide, tyranny and 
warfare at the beginning of the novel as he recounts the loss of his treasure quickly douses the humorous 
tone suggesting the novel may not be as light-hearted as we imagine.  To begin with he is the leader, but 
as the story progresses he becomes more reliant on, and in the debt of, Bilbo Baggins. Disappointingly, 
after reclaiming the treasure, he allows his greed and stubbornness to overwhelm good judgement, 
making him partly culpable for the dreadful ‘Battle of the Five Armies’.  He is redeemed somewhat at 
the end of the battle when, on his deathbed, he shows remorse for his selfish actions and asks Bilbo to 
forgive him.

Gollum
Gollum is the only character in the novel Bilbo Baggins feels any pity for, and subsequently so does 
the reader.  Of undefinable age, he is a ‘small slimy creature’ who lives in solitude in the cold and dark, 
paddles without making ripples and speaks, or hisses, as though he had not quite mastered English.  
His most ‘precious’ possession is the ring, found by Bilbo, and given to him by his grandmother, the 
memory of whom reminds him of a time when he was ‘...less lonely and sneaky and nasty...’ but other 
than that he is a shadowy mystery.

Smaug
Living in the Lonely Mountain is Smaug, a most monstrous bejewelled Dragon that sits on the treasure 
captured from Thorin’s ancestors.  He is described in terms of size: ‘vast...huge...long’ and in terms 
of the colour red suggesting a tremendous heat, danger and diabolical energy within him.  Seemingly 
unbeatable, he has a weak spot, an area on his breast not covered by jewels. It takes the courage and 
patience of Bard, a man, to kill him.

5
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Setting
There are a number of fantastical
settings in The Hobbit each presenting 
Bilbo Baggins with a different challenge
or obstacle to overcome, ultimately
enabling him to develop as a character.

The Hill
A small, comfortable, parochial world; place names 
begin with the definite article plus a noun rather than a 
proper noun - ‘The Water...The Hill...’ emphasising how 
limited and sheltered the environment is.  It is a green and 
pleasant land, ‘inhabited by decent folk’ who are contented - 
this is Baggins’ sole experience of life up to this point.

The Lone-lands
Baggins travels east and enters the Lone-lands where ‘people spoke strangely’ and the ‘roads grew 
steadily worse’.  The lands reflect his anxiety and fear at the unknown, presenting a sense of foreboding 
for the future: castles take on an ‘evil look’ and, in contrast to the balmy spring weather of The Hill, here 
it is ‘cold and wet’- his adventure already a hardship for him.

Valley of Rivendall
The intoxicating elf-inhabited Valley of Rivendall offers temporary comfort, though the ominous Misty 
Mountains are never far away and since this is ‘The Last Homely House’, Baggins and the reader are 
left in no doubt that the journey will get more difficult and they will have to learn to cope without relief.

The Misty Mountains
A dispiriting, harsh and dangerous place full of thunderous weather, noises of ‘howling’ and ‘growling’ 
and repellent goblins chaotically attacking the naive band of travellers. They survive - just, but 
significantly Baggins is separated for the first time from the others and begins his own personal journey 
of self-discovery. He finds he can take care of himself as he wisely ‘riddles’ his way out of becoming 
Gollum’s next meal before being reunited once more with the dwarves and Gandalf.

Mirkwood
It is on the edge of the ‘terrible forest’ of Mirkwood, an eerie, contorted, supernatural setting, that Gandalf 
leaves Baggins and the dwarves. His warning ‘DON’T LEAVE THE PATH’, increases their sense of 
vulnerability and suggests that losing faith and giving in to temptation will only lead to difficulty and 
downfall.  However, straying from the path provides the catalyst for Bilbo Baggins’ heroism - something 
that would not have been seen or tested had they remained on the path.

The Lonely Mountain
Marks the end of their journey and is the place where Baggins’ character and actions shine.  The mountain 
is fearsome and difficult to enter. Inside is the diabolical dragon, Smaug, but should you use wisdom, 
patience and an ability to conquer your own fear then a heap of treasure awaits you, should you want it...
and this is what happens to Bilbo.  In contrast to Thorin, now overcome by greed, Bilbo remains pure of 
heart, uncorrupted by the treasure, showing himself to be a true leader, a master politician and the true 
hero of the novel. 

The setting can
• Be a backdrop to the action
• Reflect characters’ experiences
• Symbolise ideas the author wishes to convey
• Have its own culture and values
• Cause conflict and distress



Structure

Chapter 1 explains the premise behind the adventure, setting the scene for the quest: to journey to the 
Lonely Mountain to recover the lost treasures once belonging to Thorin’s ancestors.  It also shows 
Bilbo’s homely, though sheltered experience - something he yearns for as he travels.  Each chapter 
moves the characters on a setting, meeting a new character or obstacle. Each time they overcome the 
obstacles, Bilbo’s character develops and matures and the band become one step closer to the quest’s 
end.  The denouement shows the worst and the best in people as Thorin’s greed, poor judgement and 
rigidity cause a war, while Bilbo’s wisdom and selflessness aims to try and avoid it.  The novel ends in 
full circle as we see Bilbo back home again, though different.  He is now quietly self-assured and truly 
contented, immune to the slight ostracism from his community.

Narrative techniques
The story is told in the third person, by a narrator who is mischievous and personable, sometimes 
talking directly to the reader… “Look at the map at the beginning of this book, and you will see there 
the runes”; sometimes interrupting narrative, “The mother of our particular hobbit - what is a hobbit? 
I suppose hobbits needs some description nowadays...Now you have enough to go on with.  As I was 
saying, the mother of this hobbit...”  and sometimes hinting at future events.. “This is a story of how a 
Baggins had an adventure, and found himself doing and saying things altogether unexpected.  He may 
have lost the neighbours’ respect, but he gained - well, you will see whether he gained anything in the 
end”.  This technique, plus the obvious, sometimes humorous, affection the narrator has for our hero, 
lends the novel warmth so that the reader rejoices at what Bilbo gains at the end of the novel.

Language
Tolkien uses highly descriptive language for settings, emphasising the physical aspect of the places 
rather than dwelling on the emotional impact they have upon the characters.  Plentiful examples of noun 
phrases of size, colour, shape, noise and temperature give the reader a sense of the different fantastical 
places. To intensify the sense of danger, he uses personification when describing the thunderstorm on 
the Misty Mountains: the rocks ‘shiver’ highlighting the mighty ferocity and strength of the storm.  If 
rocks shiver, what chance has a ‘poor little fellow’  like Bilbo Baggins?

Tolkien’s enjoyment of the playful nature of language can be seen in the many songs and riddles inserted 
throughout the novel. 
Dangers abound in the novel and to add to the tension short sentences are employed to speed up the 
action, with the odd exclamation mark to define fear or to show how intimidating something is ‘...there 
loomed the Mountain!’.

Structure is the order or pattern in which a novel
is put together and should
• Maintain the interest of the reader
• Move the action from one episode to the next
• Arouse a reader’s interest in character or situation
• Create a moment of crisis
• Create expectation or surprise
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Special feature
Fantasy writing 
Tolkien is viewed as the ‘father of fantasy’. The principles of fantasy writing underpin the novel and 
have been copied time and time again.  They include:

• A central hero, preferably one undergoing character transformation or growth.  Bilbo Baggins  
 begins the story as an unchallenged, homely hobbit before his journeys into the unknown tap into
 an inner strength he was unaware existed.

• A villain, or maybe two!  In The Hobbit, the main villain is the mighty Smaug, though the   
 mysterious Necromancer gets a mention.

• The idea of good versus evil.  Sometimes morality is clearly marked, sometimes it’s  more subtle.   
 The goblins, Wargs, Smaug, the spiders, trolls and Necromancer are clearly evil; Bilbo, Gandalf,
 Beorn, Elrond and Balin are clearly good.  Thorin, though, is an interesting example to explore.   
 He is an inherently good person, but his ideas and deeds become misguided towards the end of  
 the novel as a result of greed. Tolkien shows that it is greed that is evil and not Thorin himself.

• Incredible characters with unusual names.  Would Smaug be as terrifying if he was called
 Gordon?  Which is worse: a wolf or a Warg?  If you have never heard of something before then  
 your imagination is limitless and your emotional responses fresh.  

• The use of mythology and folklore. Goblins, elves, dwarves and trolls exist in various folklores  
 from around the world and add a rich sense of otherworldliness.

• An epic quest with an objective and obstacles.  Bilbo Baggins’ quest is to venture to the Lonely  
 Mountain, the objective to regain the treasure for Thorin and the other dwarves.  He meets plenty
	 of	obstacles	along	the	way	all	of	which	add	a	thrilling	sense	of	danger,	conflict	and	surprise	to		
 keep the reader on the edge of their seat as well helping Bilbo’s character to develop. 

• Settings can create a sense of otherworldliness; different enough to enable the reader to suspend 
 belief, but not so different so that we can no longer relate to them. Mirkwood Forest sounds real  
 enough so we can imagine the characters’ fear when they enter it.  Giant man-killing spiders,   
 elves and talking eagles are not real, but we accept their existence since we are now in a fantasy  
 world where anything is possible.  

• A bit of magic!  Gandalf’s wizardry brings along a sense of wonder and enchantment to the novel
 and provides some convenient escape routes along the way.  However, Tolkien reminds the reader
 that even Gandalf’s powers are limited and withdraws him periodically from the action in the   
 novel.  There is magic in the novel, but ultimately the story is about self-reliance.
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Debate
What does it mean to ‘journey into the unknown’? 

Have you ever done it?  

What is the point of a fantasy world?

What is a hero?  Who are your heroes and why?  What did they do to deserve 
the title ‘hero’? Have you ever been heroic?

Is it ever right to do battle or should fighting always be avoided?

What experiences have you had that taught you something
about yourself?

What is fear and where does it come from? 
Can fear be overcome?  How?

Ideas for getting started
Engaging with the world of the novel

Before reading

Stories and sagas
Tolkien	was	heavily	influenced	by	sagas,	Norse	mythology	

and the Anglo-Saxon epic ‘Beowulf’.  Find out what you can 
about these stories. What is a saga?  Do you like any of the 
stories you found?  What did you think of the characters in 

the stories?  Did you have a favourite?
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There be dragons!
Working in pairs or small groups, give the pupils the chapter headings from the novel 

and ask them to put them into an order describing what they think might happen in 
each chapter.

Explore pictures of mythical creatures such as dragons, trolls, goblins, elves. Decide 
which might be the most fearsome and explain why.

Examine a range of pictures showing fantastical landscapes. Discuss what type of 
creatures might live there and describe their traits. What are your feelings about 

each landscape?

Facts
Who was J. R. R. Tolkien?

What major historical events did Tolkien live through before 
writing The Hobbit in 1937?

What is an Anglo-Saxon rune?
What is a troll, elf and goblin? Find examples of them

from stories that you know.



Stopping places

Things to discuss
Character: Explore the ways Tolkien presents Bilbo Baggins, Gandalf, Thorin and 
Smaug.  

What are your first impressions of Bilbo Baggins?  What do you think Gandalf sees in 
him that the dwarves do not?

What might the Necromancer be and why does it strike such fear into the Dwarves?

Which characters know more than you in the novel?  Which characters know less?  
How does the difference in knowledge affect your relationship with the characters?  

Is there a character you are finding yourself siding with at this point?  Why?

Setting: What sort of world does Tolkien create in the first chapter?  What do you think 
of the place names?  

Does Bilbo Baggins fit in to his society?

Narrator: How would you describe the narrator’s voice in the first chapter?

Structure: Tolkien introduces the premise for the story in the first chapter, but what 
information does he decide to withhold?  Why do you think he does this?  What effect 
does it have upon you and your relationship with the novel?

Language: Look at the noun phrases Tolkien uses in this chapter.  Do they have 
anything in common?

Tone: How does the tone change in the first chapter?

Story: What do you think of the opening of the novel?  What kind of story do you think 
this is going to be?  What questions do you have about the story so far?

You could...
Consider the similarities and differences between our world and the world of Bilbo 
Baggins. Why must some things remain similar in a fantasy world? 

1Read to the end of Chapter 1 
An Unexpected Party
Focus on...
• First impressions of Bilbo Baggins, Gandalf,
 Thorin and Smaug
• Presentation of their world

Developing understanding of narrative and literary techniques

During reading

12
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Things to discuss
Theme: Look at the ways the trolls, elves and goblins are presented.  What 
are your impressions of all these different species of creature? Which 
creature type scares you most so far?  Which do you like most?

What more do you learn about Gandalf? 

Did Bilbo make the right decision to leave his home?  Describe what you 
would have done in his position.

Setting: What role does the weather play in this section?  The weather, and 
the effect it has on the landscape, is sometimes personified.  What does this 
use of imagery suggest about the weather?

Why do you think the landscape becomes more inhospitable the further they 
travel away from Bilbo’s home?

Language: How does Tolkien use language to create a sense of fear and 
danger?  At what point were you most scared or horrified during this section?

Story: What do you think will happen next?

You could...
Look at the opening paragraph in Chapter 4 and discuss how it could be 
a metaphor for growing up.  What does this paragraph suggest about life?

2 Read to the end of Chapter 4
Over Hill and Under Hill
Focus on...
• The presentation of trolls, elves and
 goblins
• The use of weather to create mood
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Things to discuss
Theme:  How is Gollum presented?  Bilbo pities him.  How do you feel about 
him?  What do you think his story is?

Who do you think Bilbo and the Dwarves need to fear most?

Why do you think Bilbo didn’t tell the others about the ring?  Did he make the 
right decision?  

How is Beorn presented?  Do you like him?

What is the significance of Gandalf’s departure from the journey at the end of 
Chapter 7?  

Setting: How is Mirkwood Forest presented?  What might it symbolise?  How 
do you feel about their journey into Mirkwood?  What might happen there?

Language: How is a sense of commotion and action created in Chapter 6?

Symbolism: What is the significance of Bilbo’s dream at the end of Chapter 6?

You could...
Consider the contrasts between the light-hearted moments in the novel and 
the dark imagery.  Pick out examples and discuss why the author has the two 
moods co-existing.

Read to the end of Chapter 7
Queer Lodgings
Focus on...
• Presentation of Gollum and Beorn
• Presentation and symbolism of
 Mirkwood Forest3
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Things to discuss
Character: How does Bilbo Baggins change in this section? Thinking about 
his relationship with the dwarves at the beginning of the novel, describe 
how it has changed and what it is like now.

Structure: How might Chapter 9 be a pivotal chapter in the novel?

Narrator: Before straying off the path, the narrator informs the reader 
several times that, although the characters don’t know it, they are not far 
from leaving the forest.  How does this knowledge influence the way you 
feel about the story and the characters’ decision to leave the path? 

Language: Look at the descriptions of Mirkwood Forest at the beginning 
of Chapter 8.  Is it everything you thought it would be?  Which words or 
phrases impart a sense of fear?  What do words like ‘scuttling’, ‘grunts’, 
‘scufflings’ and ‘hurryings’ suggest about the forest?  Did anything surprise 
you?

Symbolism: What might ‘The Path’ symbolise?  What was your reaction 
when they strayed off ‘The Path’?  Did you know this would happen?  What 
would you have done in their position?

Story:  What did you think of this section of the story?

You could...
Write down a set of predictions for the final chapter and discuss the logic 
behind your choices.

Read to the end of Chapter 9
Barrels Out of Bond
Focus on...
• The development of Bilbo Baggins
• Use of language to create a sense of fear
 and foreboding4
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Things to discuss
Character: The reader finally gets to meet Smaug in Chapter 12.  How does 
the author prepare us for this meeting?  Was Smaug what you expected?  How 
is he presented?

In Chapter 12, the author comments that Bilbo Baggins ‘fought the real battle’ 
in the tunnel when he bravely decided to continue on and enter Smaug’s lair.  
In what ways was it the ‘real battle’?  What would you have done in Bilbo’s 
place?

Setting: How appropriate is the wintry setting for the meeting with Smaug?  
What does it add to the story?

What are your impressions of the landscape they have now entered in this 
section?  How might it reflect Smaug?

Language: How does the author create a sense of danger when Smaug attacks?

You could...
Highlight any striking noun phrases associated with Smaug.  How might you 
group them? Discuss what they suggest about him.  Now do the same with 
verbs that suggest sound.  How do the sounds make Smaug appear?

Things to discuss
Character: Did anything surprise you about the death of Smaug?

What did you think of the change in Thorin?
Whose side are you on?
What might the reappearance of Gandalf signify?

Theme: There are lots of battles in The Hobbit.  How is this one different?  
Could it have been avoided?  What do you think the author is saying about war 
in his presentation of the final battle?

You could...
Discuss how appropriate the title, The Clouds Burst, is for Chapter 17?  What 
might you have called it instead?

Read to the end of Chapter 12
Inside Information
Focus on...
• Presentation of Smaug

Read to the end of Chapter 17
The Clouds Burst
Focus on...
•	 Presentation	of	the	final	battle
• The change in Thorin

5
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Things to discuss
Character: There are lots of characters in The Hobbit.
Which characters did you like most?  Which ones interested you the most?  
Are there any characters you would have not included?  
Is there a character you would have liked to have seen more of?  Why?
What difference to the story would your changes make?
Which character did you relate to most?

Have you ever felt like any of the characters in the novel?

Settings: How important are the settings in the novel?
Which setting scared you most?
Which setting was most vivid in your mind?

What do you think each setting could symbolise?

Narrative: The narrator was sometimes humorous. Did it fit with the story?
Tell me what you liked about the way the story was told.

Themes: There are lots of battles in the story. What might they symbolise?
What themes do you think the novel covers? Can you relate to any of them? 
Did any of the themes remind you of ones you have read in other books?
Have you ever been in a situation where you had to overcome your fear? 

What might the ring and the Arkenstone symbolise? 

Story: Is The Hobbit a saga?  Is the story what you expected?
If you could change anything about the story, what would you do?
Tell me what the most memorable part of the story was for you.
What do you think the fantasy element adds to the novel?

Read to the end of the novel
Focus on...
• How the novel ends
• Your response to the novel as a whole7



After reading

Landscape design
There are a lot of landscapes described in the novel.  Pick one 

that appeals to you and imagine you are a scene director for a new 
film of The Hobbit. Use descriptions from the novel to design and 
create a 2D or 3D landscape to show the producer what you think 

it should look like and why.

Fantasy world
Tolkien created his own world of ‘Middle Earth’ complete with maps, a language 

and a race of people.  Using this idea, create your own imagined world for a novel, 
a television programme or an online game application.  Draw a map and create 

some words for a new language. Consider what type of people live there and what 
their codes of conduct might be.  Include a character who is about to go on a quest 
and perhaps learn a little about themselves along the way.  You could write a story, 
script, or game outline using ideas from the ‘Special Feature’ section to guide you.

18

Create & imagine
Developing a personal response to the novel

You could leave this activity 
at draft form or take it to 

completion.



Epic quest
Tolkien is considered the father of fantasy writing, but was he the first?  

What other fantasy books are out there?  Find out when they were 
written and by whom.  How successful were they?  How many have 
been turned into films?  Research the history of fantasy literature and 

present it in a format of your choice:  a chronological timeline, an article 
for a magazine or a biography of a fantasy author.

19

Unexpected guest
“And what would you do, if an uninvited dwarf came 
and hung his things up in your hall without a word of 

explanation?”
Create a script or improvisation in which a strange or 

uninvited visitor arrives to stay. Share your finished work 
with an audience.



Memorable quotes

‘Do you wish me a good morning, or mean that it is a good 
morning whether I want it or not; or that you feel good this 
morning; or that it is a morning to be good on?’

‘It does not do to leave a live dragon out of your calculations, if you 
live near him.’

There is nothing like looking, if you want to find something. You 
certainly usually find something, if you look, but it is not always 
quite the something you were after.

‘Where did you go to, if I may ask?’ said Thorin to Gandalf as they 
rode along.
‘ To look ahead,’ said he. 
‘And what brought you back in the nick of time?’
‘Looking behind,’ said he.

Where there’s life there’s hope.

‘We are plain quiet folk and have no use for adventures. Nasty 
disturbing uncomfortable things! Make you late for dinner!’ 



‘May the wind under your wings bear you where the sun sails and 
the moon walks.’

Then something Tookish woke up inside him, and he wished to go and 
see the great mountains, and hear the pine-trees and the waterfalls, 
and explore the caves, and wear a sword instead of a walking-stick. 

‘ There is more in you of good than you know, child of the kindly 
West. Some courage and some wisdom, blended in measure. If more 
of us valued food and cheer and song above hoarded gold, it would be 
a merrier world.’

‘Never laugh at live dragons, Bilbo you fool!’

‘Sorry! I don’t want any adventures, thank you. Not today. Good 
morning! But please come to tea -any time you like! Why not 
tomorrow? Good bye! ’ 

‘Is it nice, my preciousss? Is it juicy?
Is it scrumptiously crunchable?’

‘Please don’t cook me, kind sirs! I am a good 
cook myself, and cook better than
I cook, if you see what I mean.’



‘So comes snow after fire, and even dragons have 
their ending!’ said Bilbo, and he turned his back on his 
adventure. The Tookish part was getting very tired and 
the Baggins was daily getting stronger. ‘I wish now only 

to be in my own armchair! ’





‘A	flawless	masterpiece.’	
The Times

‘The English-speaking world is divided into those who have 
read The Hobbit and The Lord of the Rings and those who 
are going to read them.’

Sunday Times

‘A	finely	written	saga	of	dwarves	and	elves,	fearsome	goblins	
and trolls....an exciting epic of travel and magical adventure, 
all working up to a devastating climax.’ 

The Observer
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